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MISSION
The Apex Foundation’s mission statement is to improve
the quality of life of Australians who have special needs.

VISION
Our vision is that all Australians will have the
opportunity to realise their potential and participate
fully in our community.

NOTICE OF AGM
The 2015/ 2016 Apex Foundation Annual General
Meeting will be held at
Macquarie Group
50 Martin Place,
Entrance via Elizabeth St.
Sydney
NSW 2000
Friday 18 November 2016 at 7:00 pm
(Building access from 6:30 pm)
All members of the Apex Foundation are invited to attend the
2015/2016 Annual General Meeting.
RSVP by Monday 14 November 2016 to
(02) 9253 7775 or EO@apexfoundation.org.au

GOALS
The Apex Foundation aims to:
 Exhibit leadership by identifying humanitarian
initiatives to improve services to the community,
and facilitate their implementation.
 Work collaboratively with the Association of Apex
Clubs of Australia.
 Contribute to material and effective research,
activities and programs that contribute to social,
economic and cultural values.

CONTACTS
Registered Office:
C/- Colin Biggers & Paisley
Level 42, 2 Park Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Telephone:
Fax:

02 8281 4555
02 8281 4567

Apex Foundation Office:
AON Tower
Level 5, 201 Kent Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Telephone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

02 9253 7775
02 9253 7117
info@apexfoundation.org.au
www.apexfoundation.org.au

About the cover photo
Courtesy: Children’s Cancer Institute, Melanoma Institute Australia, Craniofacial Australia,
Samuel Thomas Holland, recipient of 2016-2017 award from the Fine Arts Trust,
Magic Castle, Apex Copper Coast Retreat, the SHACK-Underprivileged Children’s Trust
Full financial reports are on a separate document and can be requested from Apex Foundation office
or downloaded from the company website
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THE APEX FOUNDATION

INTRODUCTION
WHAT WE DO?
“The Apex Foundation strives to improve the quality of life of Australians who have special needs.”
The Apex Foundation achieves this by managing various trusts essentially established by service schemes initiated by Apex
Australia. A company limited by guarantee, the Apex Foundation has governance, management and allocation
responsibilities over trusts and their grants programs. Grants are awarded on the basis of clear and transparent eligibility criteria.
Choice of recipient is governed by the rules of each trust. Individuals, Apex Clubs, charitable institutions and world-class
researchers have benefited from valuable assistance in past years. The Apex Foundation does not receive direct government
funding - it remains an example of Australians helping other Australians in a spirit of good citizenship and community
engagement. The Association of Apex Clubs maintains a strong and effective relationship with the Apex Foundation with its
most senior leader being a member of the Board and hundreds of past and present members being supporters.
On a broad spectrum the Apex Foundation works towards the goals :-

Medical Research
Apex Foundation Charitable Trust offers funding for research purposes for the following causes:
Autism - We are working with Olga Tennison Autism Research Centre at La Trobe University to support a research program
comparing the longitudinal outcomes of children with Autism Spectrum Disorder in toddlerhood and their families.
Children’s Cancer - We have been supporting the research work done by Children’s Cancer Institute in this field for 40 years.
Craniofacial - We have been working with Craniofacial Australia and are supporting their Maetopic Synostosis Project this year.
Melanoma - We support Melanoma Australia in their effort in research, treatment and education of Melanoma.
Diabetes - We are supporting Diabetes Australia in their research in the field of Diabetes.

Respite Accomodation
The funds under the Apex Underprivileged Children’s Trust are applied and used exclusively for the construction,
maintenance and operation of short term respite accommodation and associated care facilities for use by underprivileged,
disadvantaged, chronically ill and disabled children and young adults and their families and carers.
Apex Foundation, through its Apex Underprivileged Children’s Trust administers
Apex Chalet (The Magic Castle) at Smiggin Holes, NSW
Shoalhaven Heads Apex Cottages for Kids (The S.H.A.C.K.) at Shoalhaven Heads, NSW
Apex Copper Coast Retreat at Tourist Park, Wallaroo, SA

Funding Projects for the Disadvantaged
Apex Foundation works towards making a difference in the life of children and families with special needs or people
suffering from hardships of life through state based Association of Civilian Widows Trusts, namely :Association of Civilian Widows of New South Wales/ ACT,
Association of Civilian Widows of Queensland and
Association of Civilian Widows of Western Australia.
Necessitous Circumstances Trust has been established for the relief of people in necessitous circumstances, suffering
the hardships of life due to circumstances or finances.

Furtherance of Fine Arts and Education
Fine Arts Trust - With a view to support and encourage the arts, Fine Arts Trust was formed to support talented youngsters
who show promise in music and art and are unable to further their studies overseas often because of lack of finance.
Cowled Foundation - The aim of the Cowled Foundation is to assist with the education of gifted, underprivileged, rural
or regional girls or young women who will make an outstanding difference to the future of Australia.
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THE APEX FOUNDATION

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
Dear Members,
For what should be easiest task I perform as the Chairman of
the Apex Foundation, writing the annual report is often the
hardest! It is easy to write about our financial results and who
we distributed funds to, but it is much harder to write about the
impact we make in the community!
On page 3 of this report under “What We Do?”, there is a great
summary of just what we do. The impact we have is a varied
as the diversity of our trusts. An example of an immediate
impact we can have is the Civilian Widows Trust, which there
are a number of examples in this annual report.
Not often do we see our trusts overlapping but on page 15
there is a great story about the Civilian Widows Queensland
Trust who helped fund a group young people to attend the
Magic Castle, our facility at Smiggin Holes. Maybe we will see
more of this cooperation between our trusts in the future.
The impact that we have in our Charitable Trusts, is not so
immediate. Most of the funds in these trusts are directed to
Medical Research. As we know the impact of research, can
take years to be felt by the community. But we always receive
very positive feedback that our funds do make a difference
and most importantly our beneficiaries know that funds will be
on going and not just a one off grant. This is one of the unique
features of the Apex Foundation in that even though we may
at time make small grants, the grants are ongoing and our
beneficiaries can rely on these grants year after year.
This year has been a big year for one of our most prized
assets, the Apex Chalet at Smiggin Holes. In January this year
Foundation Director Jamie Vincent lead work party that totally
re-clad the Chalet, the biggest upgrade the Chalet has had
since it was opened. Elsewhere in this report you will read the
details of what was achieved, but this only occurred as a direct
result of the high regard this facility is held in by Apexians past
and present. You only have to read some of the comments we
receive from the many children, parents and carers that attend
the facility to realise the positive impact we make to so many
young lives.
At last year’s Annual general meeting we announced that Jim
Hughes, a past board member and Chairman of the Apex
Foundation had been appointed as a new Patron of the Apex
Foundation. Jim’s vast experience in all aspects of Apex, as
well as his high standing in the business world, makes him an
ideal person to hold this important role. The Apex Foundation
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is very fortunate to have
Jim as well as the Hon
John Howard as our Patrons.
At the end of this financial
year we fare welled Jim
McNall as the Apex Association representative on
the Apex Foundation
Board, as he completed
his term as the Apex Association National President.
We thank Jim for his time
a director and the link he
gave us back to Apex. In
Jim’s place we welcome
The Apex Foundation Chairthe new Apex Association
man, Stephen Bigarelli
President
Matthew
O’Donnell. I am sure Mathew will continue the valuable input
that we continue to receive from our Association representatives.
Our financial position is well documented in our financial
statements. The highlight of the financial statements is the
distributions we have made this year of $192,749. This is a
welcomed increase over last year’s figure of $131,587.
As in all years, the Apex Foundation does not do what it does
without the hard work and dedication of our staff, Sapna
Agarwal and Phil Higgerson, and I once again thank them for
all they do.
Lastly, I must thank the Board for their work over the last year.
The Apex Foundation is what it is due to the hard work of this
board and every past Board member.
As I finished last year’s report will finish the with the same
words this year:
The Apex Foundation is a unique organisation and we should
all be proud of what we have achieved and more importantly
what we will achieve in the future!
Yours in Apex

Stephen Bigarelli
Chairman Apex Foundation

THE APEX FOUNDATION

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Mathew O’Donnell joins the Apex Foundation Board
Mathew O'Donnell, the National President of Apex Australia is now the Apex Australia representative on the board of the
Apex Foundation.
Mathew's role on the Apex Foundation board is to liaison between Apex Australia and the Apex
Foundation.
Mathew is a Procurement and Contracts Manager in the Construction Industry, as well as a
dedicated family man with his wife Nadi who is also an Apexian they have 5 children and are
expecting their first grandchild early next year.
When Mathew first joined Apex ten years ago it was to continue volunteering to his local community
and to make friends as he and his family had moved to a city where they knew no one. Not long
after joining the Hoppers Crossing Apex Club he realised that this was where his future was. Apex
has allowed Mathew to use his many skills to help others whether that is driving the local street
surfer bus for disadvantaged youth or building ramps for disabled people. More recently Mathew
has been heavily involved with the Chalet re-clad along with Jamie Vincent, one of the driving forces
behind the whole project.
Mathew is looking forward to working with the Apex Foundation board this year especially to help
promote all the trusts to the broader Apex Australia Clubs which in turn will hopefully see them grow.
This will also ensure that the bond between the Apex Foundation and the Association of Apex Clubs
goes from strength to strength.

Mathew O’Donnell

BOARD AND PATRONS
Current Patrons of the Apex Foundation are former Prime Minister the Hon John Howard AC and Jim Hughes AM.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2015/16
The strategic and management direction of the Apex Foundation is achieved by an honorary board of directors who collectively
make decisions in the best interests of the trusts. Under the Chairmanship of Stephen Bigarelli, each Board Member is given
direct portfolio responsibility for at least one of the trusts or causes and all directors participate in the formal decision-making
processes regarding allocations.

The members of the Board and their responsibilities :-

STEPHEN BIGARELLI

PHILIP PREGNELL

MIKE FITZE

Chairman
Ex Officio- All Committees

Deputy Chairman
Marketing
Chair Investment Committee
Board Audit & Risk Committee

Company Secretary
Board Audit & Risk Committee
Governance Committee
Apex Necessitous Circumstances Trust
Apex Underprivileged Children’s Trust (Copper
Coast Retreats)

TONY WILSHIRE
Fine Arts Trust
Civilian Widows Trusts (Queensland, New
South Wales & Western Australia)
Laurie Cowled Trust

BRIAN POWE
Finance
Chair - Board Audit & Risk Committee
Governance Committee
Apex Foundation Charitable Trust - Autism
Apex Underprivileged Children’s Trust
(SHACK)

JAMIE VINCENT
Membership
Apex Underprivileged Children’s Trust
(The Chalet)

LINDSAY CARTHEW
Apex Foundation Charitable Trust Melanoma & Craniofacial
Board Audit & Risk Committee

PHILLIP TAYLOR
Board Audit & Risk Committee
Chair - Governance Committee
Legal & Compliance
Apex Foundation Charitable Trust - Children’s
Cancer & Diabetes

JIM McNALL
(From 26th Jul 2015 till 22nd July 2016)
Apex Liaison

MATHEW O’DONNELL
(From 222nd July 2016 onwards)
Apex Liaison
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THE APEX FOUNDATION

TRUST ACTIVITIES
Apex Foundation Charitable Trust - Autism
This year at the March Board Meeting our Directors were introduced to Professor Cheryl Dissanayake from the Olga Tennison
Autism Research Centre at La Trobe University.
Following this meeting the Board resolved to support a research program comparing the longitudinal outcomes of children with
Autism Spectrum Disorder in toddlerhood and their families. The study will follow up young children at age 4-5 years who were
previously assessed and met criteria for an Autism Spectrum Disorder. The findings from this study will help chart the development
progress and diagnostic stability in young children with Autism and whether there are differences in children identified via routine
development surveillance at their Maternal and Child Health Centre compared to those referred by health practitioners. The
findings will also help in the understanding the impact of early diagnosis via the different referral systems on the well being of
parents who experience high levels of stress and low quality of life.
The funds we provide will assist two masters of Clinical Psychologists students with participant recruitment data entry and checking
and general administrative duties for this research.

Apex Foundation Charitable Trust - Craniofacial
The aim of Cranio Facial is to correct severe facial and skull deformities in children and adults. This is being achieved through
encouraging advanced surgical techniques and ongoing research.
Apex's involvement in Cranio Facial began after over $800,000 was raised from the 1983/84 National Service Scheme promoted
by the Salisbury Apex Club in South Australia.
Apex assisted in the establishment and funding of the internationally renown Australian Cranio Maxillo Facial Foundation, based
in Adelaide and led by eminent Cranio surgeon Professor David David. That organisation recently celebrated its 40th anniversary
of "Compassion and Excellence".
Funding to this cause now totals $2.6 million.
In the year 2015/2016 Apex Foundation supported the Metopic Synostosis Project
undertaken by Craniofacial Australia.
An update on the Metopic Synostosis Project
This project is being conducted with the School of Psychology at the University of
Adelaide in conjunction with the Australian Craniofacial Unit at the Women's and
Children's Hospital. They are looking at patients who have a condition known as
metopic craniosynostosis and who have not had surgical treatment. In particular they
are looking at neuropsychological outcomes in these patients.
Before any such projects can be done, the Human Research Ethics Committee needs
to approve them. They have recently obtained approval from the Committee and the
next phase of the project which is due to begin now is the recruitment of patients into
the study.
The Apex Foundation granted $25,000 for the FY 2015-2016 to support the research of Craniofacial Australia.
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TRUST ACTIVITIES
Apex Foundation Charitable Trust - Cancer
In 1976, the parents of two children diagnosed with leukaemia recognised the need for childhood cancer research to identify
improved treatments for all kids with cancer.
Thanks to the commitment, dedication and vision of Apexians, Jack Kasses OAM and John
Lough OAM, Children’s Cancer Institute was founded. Throughout the history of Children’s
Cancer Institute, the Institute has benefited from the significant support of parents and the
community so that today the Institute is a world leader in childhood cancer research and
treatments.
Children’s Cancer Institute celebrated its 40th Anniversary on 29th September 2016 to recognise its founders, Jack and John, and all of the Institute’s loyal supporters. For more than 30
years the Apex Foundation has been an integral part of Children’s Cancer Institute, providing
funds to open the first lab doors as well as ongoing vital support as together we strive towards
our goal of curing childhood cancer.
Children’s Cancer Institute has been fortunate to have received funding from the Apex
Foundation, to specifically better understand the different types of neuroblastoma, the most
common solid tumour cancer diagnosed in children.
Since October 2013 funding from the Apex Foundation has supported Dr Tao Liu, Group
Leader of the Histone Modification Group at Children’s Cancer Institute. Dr Liu’s group strives
to better understand gene transcription in cancer formation in neuroblastoma and to develop molecularly targeted cancer therapies.
Neuroblastoma is the most common solid tumour of early childhood. In 70 per cent of cases, when it is diagnosed, neuroblastoma
has already spread into other organs. That means less than half of patients are still alive five years later. The average age of
diagnosis is just two years old. Neuroblastoma claims more lives of children under the age of five than any other cancer. Over
20 babies and toddlers will die from this disease in Australia this year and a third of survivors will have long term side effects from
their treatment. The average survival rate for neuroblastoma is only 50% and the rate for the most aggressive form of
neuroblastoma can be as low as 15%. It is the most common solid tumour in early childhood. The cancer can appear in different
parts of the body, but it usually occurs in the abdomen (stomach) as a swelling, in the adrenal gland.
The generous support of the Apex Foundation allows Dr Liu and his team to potentially identify the causes of aggressive
neuroblastoma (especially those with poor prognosis) and develop more targeted
therapy to improve survival rates for children with neuroblastoma.
None of the work undertaken at Children’s Cancer Institute would be possible
without the financial support the Institute receives from wonderful supporters like the
Apex Foundation. Since 1984, the Institute has had the generous support of the
Apex Foundation with annual contributions towards the Institute’s world-class research into the causes, prevention, better treatments and cure of childhood cancer.

Dr. Tao Liu

The contribution the Apex Foundation has made to Children’s Cancer Institute has
been invaluable. The continued support of the Apex Foundation has enabled some
of the Institute’s longest standing research programs to make enormous advances
in the fight against childhood cancer and a number of new and exciting initiatives
have evolved.

The Apex Foundation granted $15,000 for the FY year 2015-2016 to support the research into this promising new
anti-cancer agent carried out by Dr. Tao Liu and his team at Children’s Cancer Institute Australia.
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THE APEX FOUNDATION

TRUST ACTIVITIES
Apex Foundation Charitable Trust - Melanoma
Apex Foundation has been funding melanoma research since 1989 and continues to do so through its Charitable Trust. In this time
there has been enormous improvements to detection and cure and recent breakthroughs are both significant and exciting. Our aim
is to assist in the research, treatment and funding of this deadly skin cancer which is so prevalent in Australia. Apex's involvement
in the melanoma cause began when over $ 600,000 was raised in the 1988/1989 under National Apex Service Scheme promoted
by Moree Apex Club in Moree, New South Wales.
Apex supports the Melanoma Institute of Australia (MIA) and since inception $ 1,110,000 has been granted for this cause. In the
2015/16 year Apex funded $ 15,000 for the purchase of a clinical microscope to further the critical research.
Update from MIA:
At Melanoma Institute Australia (MIA), our purpose is to prevent and treat melanoma, Australia’s ‘national cancer’. Of all the forms
of skin cancer, melanoma is the most deadly and one Australian dies from melanoma every six hours. However, 95% of melanomas
are preventable. Melanoma tends to affect the over 60s, who did not use sunscreens in their earlier years, and is also the most
common form of cancer in the 15-39 year old age group – a little known fact. While sun
safety measures introduced in Australia in the 70s and 80s have had a positive and
protective effect, melanoma remains a major health issue.
MIA fulfils its purpose through three interlinked activity streams: research, treatment
and education. At MIA, every clinician is also a researcher and our clinician/
researchers have been very successful – particularly over the past five years. Five
years ago, melanoma could only be treated with surgery and this only worked if the
melanoma was detected early. For people with advanced melanoma (where it has
spread to other organs), there was no hope. Today, work done at MIA has seen the
one-year survival rate of patients with advanced melanoma extended from 25% to
75%. This has been largely due to the discovery of a range of drugs, which are offered
to patients through MIA’s substantial program of clinical trials. Immunotherapies (which
redirect the immune system to do its job and attack the cancer) and targeted therapies
(which block the action of a particular gene involved in melanoma) are achieving
incredible results for many. However, MIA’s research efforts continue to delve into why
these drugs work for some, and not for others, and how to accurately predict who will
respond to what.
The fields of medical oncology (using drugs to treat melanoma) and pathology
(accurately diagnosing and staging melanoma based on tissue samples) have come to
the fore. It is in the latter field that the Apex Foundation’s gift of $15,000 to provide a
new clinical microscope and camera comes in. We are very grateful for this support and
for the Foundation’s ongoing benefaction over many years.

Professor Richard Scolyer (in back)
with PhD student Hojabr Kakavand

MIA’s expertise in all fields relevant to melanoma has been recognised nationally and internationally. For example, Prof John
Thompson AO, Executive Director (a surgeon), is considered the leading figure in melanoma in the world. Prof Richard Scolyer
(pathologist) is ranked as the premier pathologist in the world, and indeed the sixth greatest expert in melanoma out of all the
disciplines. Prof Scolyer founded MIA’s biobank, which is the largest collection of tissue and blood samples in melanoma in the
world, and feeds research efforts nationally and internationally. Thus, the humble microscope and camera provided through the
Apex Foundation’s generosity is playing its role on the global stage.
MIA needs to continue to fuel its research, treatment and education efforts and philanthropic contributions from the community
remain absolutely essential to our ability to deliver for people with or at risk of melanoma.
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TRUST ACTIVITIES
Fine Arts Trust
The Fine Arts Trust originates from an idea of Apexian Jim Buhringer. He saw a need to
support musicians in an area so financially challenging for young Australians. Commencing
in 1980, the trust provides financial support to one chosen young artist to attend the Vienna
Conservatorium of Music, one of the world’s premier musical establishments. The trust
recognises the work of the world renowned Austrian composer and conductor Robert Stolz.
This year the winner of Fine Arts Trust award, Samuel Thomas-Holland will be representing
Australia in the International Hans Gabor Belvedere Singing Competition Finals in Cape
Town South Africa.
Samuel has been studying classical singing for a number of years and has had the privilege
to work with Mark Alderson, Anthea Moeller, Anna Sweeny AM and Fiona Campbell. In
2010, while at WAAPA, Samuel studied singing under Christina Gronberg and then Linda Barcan in 2011. Moving to Brisbane in
2012 Samuel commenced studies at Queensland Conservatorium Griffith University (QCGU) under Margret Schindler.

While in Brisbane, Samuel performed many roles. March of 2015 Samuel was accepted as a Young Artist into the Melbourne Opera
Studio/Gertrude Opera, with Linda Thompson as the Artistic Director of the company. The year saw Samuel perform in concerts
with the Melbourne Lawyer's Orchestra which included music by Mozart, Verdi and many more. Samuel understudied the role of
the Ferry Man and also sang in the ensemble for Benjamin Britten's, Curlew River as part of the cultural project of Gertrude Opera
performed at the Forty Five Downstairs Theater. Samuel performed in the ensembles of Stone Soup and Nonsense Songsboth
composed by Libby Larsen, he also was ensemble and the role of the Foreman in Gilbert and Sullivan’s, Trial by Jury, were Samuel
understudied the role of the Judge performed in the Festival by Max Gilles.
Samuel performed in Sydney at the Cell Block Theater with alumni of the Lisa Gasteen National Opera School fundraiser, there he
sang excerpts from Mozart's Don Giovanni, he also performed the last concert of the year for Gertrude Opera in Mia Mia, where
Samuel Won the audience achievement award. Samuel performed his first concert with the Queensland Symphony Orchestra in
conducted by ABC Classic FM'S GUY NOBEL.
In his letter to the Apex Foundation, he says,
“Dear Tony and the Board of the Apex Foundation Australia,
I am writing this email to thank you for your financial support to help me travel to Cape Town South Africa, and sing in the Hans
Gabor international Belvedere competition.
South Africa is a beautiful country and the standard of opera singers is remarkable, all the Africans sang with such confidence and
skill it was a privilege to witness and perform with such talent. Even though I was highly recognise by the audience in the Baxter
theatre on the day of my heat, the judges were looking for something else so I did don't qualify for the semifinals, but being an
Australian to sing on the world stage was satisfying enough as I made connections to help my career down the road as well in
Europe and America.
To conclude I would once again like to thank your foundation for helping me progress my skills and career to a new level of
excellence and if you ever need an opera singer for an event I would be honoured to perform for you.
Yours Sincerely,
Samuel Thomas-Holland
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TRUST ACTIVITIES
Apex Underprivileged Children’s Trust
Magic Castle - Children’s Chalet at Smiggin Holes in New South Wales
Apex Magic Castle stands stronger after the reclad
It has been a very busy and exciting 37th year for the Apex Magic Castle. This time last year we were finalising the last minute
schedule for the biggest upgrade the Magic Castle has seen in her 37 years. Two weeks before Christmas Apex Australia National
President Mathew O’Donnell made a trip to the Chalet to deliver all
the materials for the re-cladding project.
The 27th of December saw the beginning of the biggest hands on
service project that Apex Australia and the Magic Castle has seen for
many years. Over 100 Apexians and their families attended the
Magic Castle over a four week work party, putting in thousands of
service hours. It was such a privilege to work alongside some of the
most dedicated Apexians that we have. We had some very long
days, some as long as 12 hours, working as a team in the heat of the
sun and the wet of some very heavy rain, but as Apexians we all got
on with the job. Everyone had a job to do and they all did it with a
smile knowing that when we were finished the Chalet would stand on
the hill at Smiggin Holes for another 37 years. Apexians had come
from all over Australia and even Malaysia. A number of the Chalet
committee members attended working alongside current Apexians.
The support and awareness from the Apex clubs has been amazing. The bookings for the Chalet are starting to increase from
Apex clubs supporting small groups in and out of the winter months.
The budget for the re cladding was set at $ 60,000, with commercial quotes coming in at well over $120,000.00. In true Apex style
we came in well below budget at just over $ 30,000.00. This also included many jobs that were not on the original job list. This is
an amazing achievement and would not have been possible without the support and very generous donations from companies,
individuals and Apex Clubs.
The Chalet made the WIN National news earlier this year with a story
about the amazing work it does with children that visit the Chalet. The
story was the headliner for the National News. The Chalet has had its
website up and running now and the bookings have all gone online.
The Magic Castle was also presented with a environmental award,
one of only two awarded this year. The award from the NSW National
Parks and Wildlife recognised all of the hard work the committee has
being doing with energy efficiency within the Magic Castle. We have
changed all the lights, shower heads, toilets, taps and replaced all the
insulation in the walls and above the bedrooms. The new cladding is
also stopping all the drafts coming into the Chalet.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the supporters of the Magic Castle :The Castle Management Committee, the Apex
Clubs that have supported us for many years, Apex Australia, as well as the individuals and companies that made this year a huge
success for the Magic Castle. With this ongoing support the Magic Castle has a very bright future and in this 37th year with over
25,000 children through the doors, the Apex Magic Castle remains the magical place that the kids call, to provide the magic for
another 37 years.
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TRUST ACTIVITIES
Apex Underprivileged Children’s Trust
Apex Copper Coast Retreats at North Beach Tourist Park, Wallaroo
Apex Copper Coast Retreats, located in the North Beach Tourist Park, Wallaroo South Australia entered their second year of
operations helping reduce the impact of stress and demands which come with a cancer diagnosis on South Australian families.
Currently there are two, large family units, immaculately furbished in a seaside theme each with 3 bedrooms sleeping up to 8
people. That provide the opportunity to have a free week of holiday accommodation, to get away and spend positive family time
together creating precious memories. So far 112 families have been referred by Cancer Council SA. They have been continuously
well patronised with back to back bookings.
The 2015 Apex Outback Postie Bike Ride was another huge success raising in excess of $80,000 for the Apex Copper Coast
Retreats. The 2016 ride is well under way with planning and registrations with a record number of participants for the 10th
anniversary ride. This will allow the completion of the Apex Copper Coast Retreats with the committee in the process of planning
a third unit to meet the growing demand.
The committee have been overwhelmed with the regular feedback received
from families facing their toughest challenges in life, who have loved having
the opportunity to have time away. Sometimes it has been the simplest of
things, such as the comfort of the soft beds, the luxury of a dish washer or
being able to have the extended family spend time together that has drawn
comment as well as overwhelming thankfulness for the generosity of the
opportunity and feeling that they were valued to be offered the opportunity to
stay somewhere so special.
The Apex Copper Coast Retreats Committee look forward to assisting reduce
the impact of cancer on many more families going forward.
It has been a remarkable achievement for all those involved in the project and we are extremely proud that the Apex Foundation
can assist in being the custodian of such a wonderful project.

Shoalhaven Heads Apex Cottage for Kids (SHACK)
The SHACK is located two hours drive from Sydney at picturesque Shoalhaven Heads on the South Coast of New South Wales.
The Cottages provide accommodation for families with a child suffering from chronic illness or disability in a relaxing environment
by the sea at very affordable rates. The facility was established in 1992 and includes six individual cottages 200 meters from the
Beach, close to the Town Pool and the Shoalhaven River for fishing and boating.
The major innovation this year is the establishment of a computerised booking
system and a website for the convenience of contact which is
theshack.apexfoundation.org.au. Also, all units are now connected to gas hot
water systems and over recent years the cottages have been well maintained,
thanks to the continued support of the Apex Clubs of Australia, the Carthew
Family & the local Fishing and Golf Clubs.
During the year the SHACK and all the facilities under the Apex Foundation
Underprivileged Children’s Trust received National publicity from WIN Television
in a news program highlighting the success of the operations over many years.
Thanks to the Vincents - Ray, Kris and Tamara who put an enormous amount of work into the ongoing operation of the SHACK.
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TRUST ACTIVITIES
Cowled Foundation
The aim of the Cowled Foundation is to assist with the education of gifted, underprivileged, rural or regional girls or young
women who will make an outstanding difference to the future of Australia. Through Cowled Foundation, we made grants for
$ 50,055 in the 2015-2016 financial year, which included a grant of $17,000 in favour of the National Institute of Dramatic Art
(NIDA) which covers The Ruth Cowled Memorial Bursaries, Technical Dinners and Ruth Cowled Design Supplement.
Ms Laurie Cowled has generously supported Postgraduate Scholarships at NeuRA
(Neuroscience Research Australia) for numerous years . This year Cowled Foundation granted
$ 25,000 in support of the PhD student Ms Shan-Yuan Tsai-Chin. Ms Shan-Yuan is a young
Australian who is undertaking her PhD research in schizophrenia. She is currently working on
two manuscripts , one of which she is collaborating with researchers at the University of New
South Wales, and the other on neuroinflammation and the vitamin D receptor and retinoid receptor expressions. She is enrolled for a PhD degree at the University of New South Wales
under the supervision of Associate Professor Cynthia Shannon Weickert at NeuRA.
The Cowled Foundation also provides support for the Cootamundra & District Education Fund
through the Country Education Foundation of Australia in provision of assistance to Cootamundra children leaving school to undertake further education. A grant of $5,555 was made in 2015
-2016 for this purpose.
This year the trust also provided $ 2,500 to the Royal Agricultural Society of NSW Foundation
which was utilised towards part funding of scholarship for Emily Knowles in their rural scholarship program.

Shan-Yuan Tsai-Chin

The Apex Foundation is honoured to be trusted with the responsibility of taking this charitable cause further.

Apex Foundation Charitable Trust - Diabetes
Apex Foundation has supported Diabetes since 1985/1986 and has donated more than $ 1.27 million for the cause till date. Over
the last few years, Apex Foundation, through the Charitable Trust donated $15,000 annually to the Diabetes Australia Research
Program.
Established in 1987, the Diabetes Australia Research Program supports and develops outstanding diabetes related research across
Australia. The program provides funding towards the prevention, management and cure of diabetes, as well as enabling and
fostering young and upcoming researchers in the field of diabetes research.
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The program supports a range of grants across the full spectrum of diabetes research, it is a merit based, competitive, peer
reviewed process. In 2016, 53 important research projects across the country were funded including two Millennium Awards of
$150,000 each – one for Type 1 research and the other for Type 2 research.
The Type 1 Millennium Award was awarded to Dr Andrew Sutherland from St Vincent’s Institute of Medical Research (SVI) in
Melbourne. Dr Andrew Sutherland’s research aims to provide new targets for therapeutic intervention to prevent Type 1 diabetes.
The Type 2 Millennium Award was awarded to Dr Muh Geot Wong of the Kolling Institute of Medical Research in Sydney. Dr Muh
Geot Wong's research focuses on preventing diabetic kidney disease complications.
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THE APEX FOUNDATION

TRUST ACTIVITIES
Association of Civilian Widows Trusts
The Association of Civilian Widows was originally founded in 1950’s to assist widows who were not receiving war veteran
privileges. The Apex Foundation shares a special bond with the State based Association of Civilian Widows. We currently
work together in promoting and managing the various trusts, supporting disadvantaged young people and sole parents, right
around Australia.
New South Wales
Established in 2005, with nearly $640,000 as the trust corpus, our New South Wales Trust has distributed over $105,000 in grants
since 2006.
This year our director, Tony Wilshire was approached by Jorja McLeod, president of
the Apex Club of Murwillumbah. She had been in contact with a young girl by the
name of Mya Hurst. Mya has a rare and debilitating illness called “Ehlers-Danlos
Syndrome type 3”, which is an inherited connective tissue disorder with no cure. The
easiest way to explain the condition is that her body has no collagen, and collagen
is the glue that holds your body together. Without collagen, all the joints from head
to toe dislocate and everyday leaving her to suffer ongoing chronic pain. This illness
has caused her to loose practically all of her independence. She cannot walk
anymore and is home bound. She cannot eat and is tube fed. She cannot attend
school and can hardly ever leave the house. She needs help to shower and dress
and almost every task that she does is through assistance.

Mya Hurst

She needs a wheelchair and we have sourced one with the help of Murwillumbah Apex
Club. Its a TiLite Z Series AAR2 Titanium Manual Wheelchair customised with cushion
and headrest accessories, that can be self propelled, and is light weight, very agile, can
go up lips, steps, and fit into small areas and shops that aren’t accommodating for a
bigger chair. The board has approved to pay $11,295 for a wheelchair for Mya Hurst.

We hope the wheelchair will bring about some relief to Mya and make life a bit easier for her.
Western Australia
The story of the Association of Civilian Widows actually began in Western
Australia where Apex Clubs began a project to assist civilian widows to fight
for the ordinary things in life which so many of them lacked at that time.
Established in 2010, our Western Australia Trust has already disbursed
more than $ 78,000. We made various grants totaling to $ 12,198 in the
year 2015-2016.
This year, the President of Apex Club of Busselton, WA, asked for support
from the Foundation for their equine therapy program. The Foundation Board
thought this was a great idea and contributed $3,840.
The Apex Club of Busselton, has supported "Horse Vision" a unique equine
therapy program that is designed to support troubled adolescents with their
psychological, social and emotional development for the last two years in
conjunction with the local state high school. The Club has been sending 4
students per year but with the help of the Foundation they have been able to help additional students. The goal is for students to
have a meaningful experience that may facilitate a change that allows students to make better choices, feel more connected, help
them to communicate, feel confident, find peace or a range of other potential positive outcomes.
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TRUST ACTIVITIES
Association of Civilian Widows Trusts
Queensland
Established in 2010, our Queensland Trust has already disbursed more than $ 135,000. We made various grants totaling to
$ 55,496 in the year 2015-2016. Besides funding underprivileged children to pay for their school fees, school uniforms,
excursions and camps, this year we also funded a snow trip to the Chalet.
Joshua Freeman from the Apex Club of Bundaberg, Queensland, asked for support from the Foundation to send a group of
children that otherwise wouldn't have the opportunity to have a
holiday, to the snow. The Foundation believed that this would
make a difference to these children and contributed $10,000 for
the cost of hiring a bus.
Last year the Apex Club of Bundaberg had adopted a school
in their local area that required some help and support. The
Bundaberg West State School is a very worthy recipient of
this support and since “adopting” them over a year ago, the
Apex Club of Bundaberg have raised funds, supplied and
installed much needed fencing for a large play area for
students with special needs.
In June 2016, the “Snow Trip” saw 14 special needs students (year 5 and 6) from West State School, 4 parents, 1
grandparent, 2 school teaching staff, 4 Apex volunteers, 2 Apex student volunteers, a one year old and an assistance dog visiting
the snow, for the first time. This was the trip of a lifetime for each of these children where their parents would not normally
get the opportunity for such a journey due to financial difficulties or physical abilities. .
Many different not-for-profit organisations joined together to enable this wonderful trip to take place. A trip that will stay with these
students for many years to come. This excursion took 10 months to plan and well over 400 service hours, involving not only the few
individuals who did the planning, but also the wonderful volunteers that undertook the mammoth, thankless task of raising funds to
make this trip possible.
Excerpts from a report of the ‘Snow Trip’ by Club Secretary and
Service Director, Tara Spotswood:“Day 4 also revealed one of those rare wonder filled moments that we will not forget for a very long time. After
traveling 6 hours, just 30 minutes away from the Apex Chalet, the students had their first glimpse of snow. They had all
been very good and quiet, when one student on the bus
yelled out “look snow”. The roar that went through that bus
was something that brought tears to every adult present and
even now, the memory of it still makes me emotional. That
moment was the moment that made the countless hours of
work and lack of sleep all worthwhile. It was hard to hold
those kids in their seats for the remaining 30 minutes. We
were very lucky that the Chalet had received a snow fall a few days before we arrived so there was snow on the ground as
the students stepped off the bus. The looks and smiles on their faces would have lit up a darkened room. “
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 Apex Clubs of Australia
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